Point spread function analysis of a cubic phase wavefront coding system with a circular pupil.
The point spread function (PSF) of wavefront coding system with a rectangular pupil has been theoretically analyzed and numerically simulated by our proposed method based on the stationary phase method [Opt. Express 15, 1543 (2007)]. This method is extended to a cubic phase wavefront coding system with a circular pupil, which has rarely been studied in space domain. The approximated analytical representation of the PSF is deduced and boundaries of the focused PSF are proved to form an isosceles right triangle. The analysis indicates that the PSF is affected by the absolute value but not the sign of the defocus aberration. Defocus leads to the alteration of PSF in four aspects including position shift, boundary expansion, boundary deformation and oscillation frequency. Defocus also influenced the decoded image and caused position shift and image blurring. However, the influences introduced by defocus can be ignored when the defocus is very small compared to the cubic parameter. The similarities and differences of the PSF between the rectangular pupil system and the circular pupil system are discussed. The present method is helpful to analyze and design wavefront coding systems with a circular pupil.